# Contributions/Loans Received

**MIKE BRAUN FOR INDIANA**

| 1. NAME OF COMMITTEE IN FULL | Braun, Mike,  
|-------------------------------|------------------ |
| 2. NAME OF CANDIDATE          | Braun, Mike,  
| 3. OFFICE SOUGHT (State and District) | Senate IN  
| 4. FEC IDENTIFICATION NUMBER | C00653147  

| A. FULL NAME | Braun, Mike  
|--------------|--------------- |
| CITY         | Jasper  
| STATE        | IN  
| ZIP CODE     | 47546-9033  

**Name of Employer:** Inower

**Occupation:** Owner

**Transaction ID:** 6686F030B0A744C14

**Date (month, day, year):** 04/23/2018

**Amount:** $35000.00

| C. FULL NAME | Braun, Mike  
|--------------|--------------- |
| CITY         | Jasper  
| STATE        | IN  
| ZIP CODE     | 47546-3133  

**Name of Employer:** Mover Distributing

**Occupation:** President

**Transaction ID:** 6DDF93989AAA3408

**Date (month, day, year):** 04/23/2018

**Amount:** $1000.00

| E. FULL NAME | Braun, Mike  
|--------------|--------------- |

**Name of Employer**

**Date (month, day, year):**

**Amount:**

**Signature (optional):**

**DATE:** 04/25/2018

For further information contact:
Federal Election Commission
FEC, 7th Floor, Washington, D.C.

FEC Form 6
Faxed
or
Hand Delivered
United States Senate
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
OFFICE OF PUBLIC RECORDS
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